
POLITICAL POLARISATION: BREXIT
At face value, Land Ahoy is a psychological deception or deduction game that is 
based on Brexit for a bit of fun. Although once delved deeper, it is clear that this 
real-life parallel has a greater meaning to it. 

It is clear that Land Ahoy has real-life parallels, with the main one being Brexit. 
The fact that the game gets players to persuade a fictional crew whether to ‘leave’ or 
‘remain’ is no coincidence. The overall arching issue that the game tries to highlight 
is political polarisation and the affects it can have on a country. Brexit was chosen 
as an example of this, due to it’s relevance and affect it has on the UK. The ship and 
it’s crew represents the UK. The ‘50/50 Crew Vote’ leading to a pirate win is meant 
to represent the chaos caused by the extremely close Brexit result, and the teams 
are meant to represent the two main UK parties, with ‘Red Team’ representing The 
Labour Party and ‘Blue Team’ representing The Conservative Party. The fact that no 
player truly knows who’s on which side, even within teams, represents the way that 
Brexit split party loyalties, both parties having members on either side of the issue.   

REFERENDUM REFORM
The Event Cards in the game are not just there to spice things up, they are meant 
to represent referendums and the issues that come with this directly democratic 
process. The fact that players will have to vote on an event with a yes or no answer, 
when really they should be able to have more options, shows how referendums are 
flawed in their over simplification of an issue. 

The fact that the Captain is able to try to tell players which way to vote after reading 
it, is meant to represent how the Prime Minister has power to word a referendum 
as they please, often giving overly extreme alternatives to their agenda, in order to 
get the public to vote one way. This was evident during the 2011 United Kingdom 
Alternative Vote referendum with the worst alternative to the currently outdated 
first past the post voting system, being given as the only other option. Although with 
the Brexit vote, this reckless alternative backfired.

VOTER TURNOUT AND A NEED FOR 
DEBATING SKILLS 

The game’s Action Cards are sometimes worded with different causations of political 
polarisation. For example, the ‘Apathy’ card is meant to show how a lack of voter 
turnout can exacerbate the issue, with more extreme voters getting more of a say, due 
to the lack of the more moderate voting majority not turning out to vote.  

The overall chaos of the game, along with the accusations and arguments it causes, 
is not dissimilar to affects Brexit has on MPs, with inter-party bickering not being 
uncommon. With Land Ahoy encouraging people to speak up and discuss the games 
situation, it is hoped that the players will eventually learn to discuss issues properly, 
lending to better debate.

EXTREME PARTIES USING POLARISATION
The game’s pirate objectives are meant to represent politically extreme parties, and 
how they can use the more moderate main parties to further their goals. Where 
players might think they are using the pirates to further their interests, the pirates will 
be using them just as much. The pirates also add chaos and distrust within the teams, 
lending more to the psychological deception and representing the distrust Brexit 
caused.

MY IDEOLOGY’S IMPACT ON THE GAME   

The first thing I wanted to address, that I found was often neglected in the 
boardgames I played for research, was equality. Often boardgames would assume the 
persons playing were male and often based in game characters around Caucasian 
people. This was particularly apparent in Dead Of Winter, where the rule book would 
often refer to the player as ‘he’. 

Brenda Romero, the designer of ‘Train’, does this brilliantly with her games by never 
assuming the gender of the player, with only in game characters being referred to as 
he or she. 

LAND AHOY!LAND AHOY! 
PROJECT IDEOLOGYPROJECT IDEOLOGY

A BOARDGAME DEEPLY INVOLVED IN 
IDEOLOGY

Land Ahoy was designed and is heavily based around political polarisation, with the 
idea that education can help combat factors that contribute to it. It was made with 
the purpose of young people being made aware of the need for proper debate and 
discussion, rather than shunting opposing views away as plainly wrong, with a lack of 
empathy for people with opposing views. 

Understanding why people think the way they do is really important for a functional 
coherent modern day democracy, especially considering how easy social media has 
made it for young people to place themselves in echo-chambers, where they only 
discuss and communicate with like minded individuals.    BLUE TEAM

Mostly Leavers...

Keep hidden

RED TEAM

Mostly Remainers... 

Keep hidden

A Familiar Face
Locals visit the ship for routine trade, although one 
local stands out from the rest. “Ahoy there!” The 
stranger shouts, “I was once part of ye crew!”  You 
seem to recognise them, but you’re not too sure. 

Should we let the stranger join our crew? 

Aye:
You let the stranger join your crew, “Welcome 
aboard!” Says the Captain. Although the crew aren’t 
happy to see the ex-crew member again. The captain 
chooses a previously exiled player to rejoin the game. 
Decrease morale by 2. Move the crew vote 2 places 
towards leave.

Nay:
“I’m sure you were exiled for a reason!” The captain 
proclaims. All the shouting and commotion scare 
away the local traders, along with the stranger. 
Decrease productivity by 1. Move the crew vote 2 
places towards remain.   

This has no affect (you may discard 
this). 

Apathy

Pirate!
You win if one of these happen:
 
1. Morale is at 0 at the end of a round.
2. You finish the game with the Crew Vote on 

50/50. 
3. You finish the game as the Captain. 

Rowboat Inbound! 
“Captain! Look!” Screams one of the crew. The 
Captain rushes to the Portside and is confused 
to see a rowboat containing one person and a 
load of barrels, rowing towards your ship. The 
Quartermaster quickly loads the Swivel Gun, “I’ve 
got a clear shot Captain!” They shout.

Should we shoot the incoming rowboat?  

Aye:
The Quartermaster fires the Swivel Gun. You see 
the cannonball fly over the rower’s head, who turns 
around and starts heading back. “Nice warning 
shot...” Bang… BOOM! The Captain was interrupted 
by the Swivel Gun firing again, this time followed by 
a deafening explosion. The huge blast was a result 
of the cannonball directly hitting the gunpowder 
barrels packed into the rowboat. “Woah! Yeah! What 
did you say, Captain?” Asks the Quartermaster, “...
don’t worry” Sighs the Captain. This has no affect.  

Nay:
After some tense moments, the rower makes it on-
board. Turns out they were once a crew member and 
brought gun powder as a piece offering. The Captain 
chooses a previously exiled player to rejoin the game.         

On the right is a good example of this, with the 
Event Card’s writing highlighted and underlined to 
show where gender neutrality was used when the 
narrative referred to a player.


